
Component Migration with Enterprise JavaBeans

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently available component infrastructure frameworks such as
CORBA[3], DCOM[6] and Enterprise JavaBeans[7] support dis-
tributed applications by providing a transparent communication
mechanism between components across hosts. Existing distribu-
tion support implicitly prevents a component’s re-distribution after
binding: these frameworks prevent a component from being moved
once the application has started running.

Distributed applications often have a relatively long execution time
so they need to adapt to changing application loads and usage pat-
terns. Such applications require the ability to move components at
any time during the application’s execution.

2. DISTRIBUTION SUPPORT
Without dynamic support for these changes it is necessary to
restart the application when structural changes are made. We have
developed the following taxonomy[4] to consider the possible
alternatives in specifying the location of components in an applica-
tion:

Static configuration
In a statically configured system, each component's location is
specified before the system begins running. For example, the
location of DCOM components are defined by entries in the
Windows system registry.

Dynamic configuration
Dynamically configured distributed applications rely on the
underlying framework to determine each component’s location.
In DCOM and CORBA, this type of distribution is achieved
through the use of trader services. A trader accepts requests for
component instances, servicing the requests with references to
existing components, or by creating new components in the sys-
tem. Once bound, the component cannot be moved without halt-
ing the system.

Dynamic relocation
Unlike the previous alternatives, dynamic relocation allows
components to be moved at any time without halting the system.
This allows the system to be restructured to take advantage of
changing system loads and adapt to varying user requirements.

The initial configuration of a system using dynamic relocation is
specified by either of the preceding methods, or a combination
of both.

Each of these options requires an increasing level of support from
the underlying component framework. Statically configured appli-
cations require support to instantiate components on remote hosts
according to a specified application topology. For dynamically
configured applications the framework must support some way of
algorithmically determining the best location for each component.
Typically, this is based on the load of individual hosts in the sys-
tem, known behaviour of the application from previous executions
and the existence of other instances of the required component
already in the system.

Dynamic relocation, the third category in our classification,
requires the component infrastructure to support some form of
component migration.

3. COMPONENT MIGRATION 
We define component migration as the movement of a component
instance from one host to another in a distributed system. Compo-
nent migration can be used to improve the performance and flexi-
bility of an application in a number of areas. For example:

Application load balancing
In a distributed application the transaction load on given compo-
nents and hosts often vary significantly. In such cases a compo-
nent can be migrated from a host with a relatively high load to
one under a lower load to improve the application’s performance.
In this way, we can improve the overall system performance.

Application restructuring
A distributed application’s usage pattern and processing load are
likely to change over the lifetime of an execution. For many dis-
tributed applications, it may be preferable to restructure the
application to reflect these changes without halting its’ execu-
tion.

Possible changes to a distributed application’s structure, which
will benefit from component migration, include those resulting
from consolidation of processing nodes in the system, re-inte-
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gration of stand-alone distributed components, and introducing
component replicas to the system.

Component survivability
At times a host’s impending shutdown or removal from a distrib-
uted application’s pool is known in advance (such as for periodic
maintenance, or host’s allocation to other tasks). In these cases, a
component can be migrated to another host to ensure that the
component survives the shutdown or removal of its current host
from the application.

Reducing network costs
In some situations it is preferable to relocate a relatively small
component to the site of 1) a resource which cannot be moved
(such as a particular device), or 2) a resource whose movement
would cause more traffic than migrating the component (such as
a large database). 

When the component no longer requires the resource it can be
migrated back to the original host. This is similar to data collec-
tion agents[2] in effect, with the exception that control of the
component's movement is maintained outside of the mobile
entity.

Decisions such as when to migrate a particular component and to
which host are system policy decisions that are outside the scope of
our work. We need to establish an understanding of how compo-
nent migration is used in practice before these policy issues can be
addressed. Through the study and use of component migration in
real applications we plan to determine which of these policy deci-
sions are best automated and which are better left under user con-
trol.

Several concepts used in component frameworks, such as transpar-
ent remote method calls, global name spaces, and group-wise com-
munication, originate from distributed operating system research.
This community also investigated the idea of moving an executing
processing entity from one host to another. Their goal, with process
migration, was to migrate a process from one host to another.

Process migration[1][5] has been criticised as being a solution
looking for a problem. The requirement for process level location
transparency is one of the main hindrances to wider acceptance of
process migration in general purpose systems. Component frame-
works, however, have been designed to support location transpar-
ency from very early in the design process. The lower cost/benefit
ratio associated with introducing migration to component based
systems may mean that component relocation is the problem that
process migration techniques have been looking for.

4. CONCLUSION
Component technology promises to simplify the design and imple-

mentation of distributed applications by encapsulating dependen-
cies within components and furnishing programmers with
distribution support. In current component frameworks, this sup-
port takes the form of making component communication and dis-
tribution mechanisms transparently available across multiple hosts.

We have presented a distribution support classification which
introduces component migration to support the restructuring of a
system without halting its execution. In this way, high system avail-
ability can be maintained while providing the flexibility adapt to
changing requirements. 

Our ongoing work involves extending the Enterprise JavaBeans
component framework to support component migration. We expect
our work to address the following open issues:

• What changes to the EJB container and API does migration
require?

• What levels of programmer control and use of migration are
desirable?

• Does EJB need versioning at the class or Bean level?

• Is deep component migration necessary?

• How can the Java RMI API be extended to support relocating
objects?
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